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Welcome to a new year and a new edition of the Velocette Register Newsletter.

Vale. Molly Fawcett. (Mary).
Sadly Molly Fawcett passed away on Christmas Day after a short illness. Molly was the widow of 
the late Edward (Ted) Fawcett who was very much involved with Velocette Motorcycles.
She supported Ted with his racing and was also involved with horse eventing, both locally and on 
an international level. Her other interests included tramping and skiing. Molly often worked at the 
Velocette Tent at Pukekohe. Her positive, warm and genuine demeanour, found her many friends.
She will be sadly missed.

RALLY REMINDER.
17th to the 19th of February. Based at the Top 10 Holiday Park. New Plymouth
Organizer Linda Hutton.  Ph 021 387 012.
The Rally is put on for your enjoyment. PLEASE SUPPORT IT. Other marques get good support 
from their owners, so lets hope we can do the same. A very interesting route has been planned
with some good stop offs.

SOCIAL RIDE from Auckland.
19th March (SUNDAY) A lovely ride through the Hunua Ranges, with lunch at the Irish Pub at 
Mercer. 11am start at the Woolshed, Sommerville Rd, Shelly Park (Near Howick).
Phone Warwick Darrow.  520 2882. for details.

THE FINAL Meeting at PUKEKOHE- 43rd NZCMRR CLASSIC
FESTIVAL – FEBRUARY 4-6 2023

Cheryl Mickelson
For those of you not in the know the horse fraternity that run the overall Pukekohe Raceway, 
announced in September of 2022 that all motorsport events would cease from the beginning of 
April 2023 and the circuit will be demolished.  So if you have ever considered attending this iconic 
event, which has run at Pukekohe since 1980, then February will be your final opportunity.

Weekend ticket holders ($80 per person payable at the gate) can access the circuit from Thursday
at 5pm (or Friday from 7am) to grab their prime campsite, under the trees, for the weekend.  
Included in your price are showers and portaloos on the spectators’ side along with club displays 
and a big marquee display of unique motorcycles. Food trucks, club displays and product sales 
will also be on your side of the track.  Access to the pit area, via the overbridge is also included, 
so you can come on over and see up close the over 300 racing bikes and meet some of the 270+ 
event entrants.

Some of the things planned :  Friday is a track day for the racers to fine tune their skills for the rest
of the weekend. Saturday and Sunday see racers compete for points and trophies. Each race 
event is from 4-6 laps for the Classics (bikes from 1927-1976) and 6-9 laps for the Post Classic 
(1977-1995).

This final Pukekohe we are extremely privileged to host 3 iconic Britten V1000 bikes, to be 
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demonstrated each lunch time by Britten race riders Steve Briggs, Andrew Stroud and Chuck 
Honeycutt (from USA) along with 4 Rodger Freeth McIntosh Suzuki motorcycles.  On the Sunday 
at lunchtime not only will the Display bikes be out but a Warbird will also fly over.  On the Monday 
we will be having Road bike Parades at the conclusion of the race events.  You can enter at the 
NZCMRR Shop by the track crossing once your gear and bike are checked, and then get to ride 
around the circuit 3 times.

Prices to come along, per person?  $80 Weekend pass, includes camping (covers Thursday – 
Monday), $25 for One Day Pass on Saturday, $40 for Sunday, and $25 for Monday, + $25 if you 
want to ride the track, $10 extra for a pillion. Event programmes available at the gate $10. 
Commemorative event tee shirts $35, event programmes, posters available at the club shop.

There will be our normal Velocette Register display tent where you can leave your bike and gear 
during the day, down on the tar sealed area adjacent to the front straight. There will also be new 
Velocette clothing on sale.

Photo from David Topliss of his Sportsman and Robbie Thomson’s MAC at the summit of the 
Maruia Saddle.
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KSS Koniptions 
Alice Leney

I set out in late March to join the Mooloo Meander on my Mk I KSS, on a lovely autumn day at the 
top of the Coromandel where we live. I'd checked the machine over and given it a clean and a  
service, and we were all set to go. The day before I'd taken 'Azurra' (as she is called, being a 
delightful - if controversial - shade of blue) up the track for a quick test to see if one particular oil 
leak was perhaps less now after a bit of attention. I didn't expect I'd cured it completely, but less is
more in the world of old Cammy Velos and oil leaks! When I started the bike it felt for a moment 
like the clutch slipped, but checking everything - both in motion and stationary - indicated that 
there was no trouble. Must have been my imagination...
After a short warm-up to ensure that oil pressure was sufficient into the top bevel box, off we went.
Everything was fine, and I stopped in Colville to get a little petrol. As we pulled up to stop I thought
I could hear a bit of a rattle? On kicking the bike to start again it made a horrible noise like a 
dozen nuts shaken violently in a Milo tin! Bugger. Investigate. At first I thought it was the 
kickstarter rollers falling about inside the gearbox, but  then it seemed not, more like a 
transmission problem. Clutch? check adjustment etc. No, I can push it in gear and it turns the 
engine. But if I  lift the decompressor and push or kick it I get that horrible noise!
Time was fast disappearing if I was to get to Cambridge today, especially as Azurra has no lights. 
I couldn't bump-start it as if I lifted  the de-compressor or clutch I lost transmission, but under 
compression it turned over. I looked around for some muscle: one friend there, but he has a 
broken leg; several older members of the community, but none I can realistically hijack to push me
from start in second or third with no clutch or decomp. But I spied a passing car with two twenty-
something friends, and flagged them down. They provided the muscle to push me in top whilst I 
sat on the bike and we got it to fire and - Bonk-Bonk-Bonk -  off we went, but heading homeward. 
On the journey home over the mostly dirt road, I soon discovered that on the over-run I got the 

horrible noise, but as long as a little power was 
held on, it worked fine - I could even use 
second gear! As the journey involves going up a
large hill to pass to the other side of the 
peninsular, up hill was fine. But as soon as I 
reached the top I clicked into neutral and  killed 
the motor with choke and retard, and rolled a 
mile down the hill to the bottom, hitting second 
with a jerk before the flats to keep going again 
all the way to home.
I grabbed my old '38 Norton and took off for 
Cambridge in a hurry, no time to check what the
hell was going on here.
On getting home, I took the primary case off. 
The left-hand ring nut K93 on the shock 
absorber was off, but the main nut in the middle 
T43 holding the whole assembly onto the 
crankshaft was still tight. The left-hand nut and 
spring K90 could not fall off as Azurra has an 

alloy chain case that fits very closely. in this area.
What was happening here? On those old Mk I machines, the boss that has the spline that the 
shock absorber cam moves on, K88, is fitted onto the crankshaft via a taper. Engine power is 
transmitted via the spline, through the cam K91, to the engine sprocket K89.   Looking at the 
spline that the shock absorber cam rides on, it is badly worn, with two different sections, one part  
badly worn away and another part still largely unworn. However, things were such that when there
was a load on the cam, the spline engaged on the unworn part because the spring and cam were 
loose, but as soon as power was coming INTO to engine - such as on kickstarting or on the over-
run, there was no transmission of power, only the nasty rattle as the cam jumped over itself. Odd I
know, but I could see how it worked once I had the bits in my hand. That is why as long as the 
engine was driving the whole business, we could keep going, but if one lifted the clutch or de-
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compressor, or ran down a hill, nothing but a horrible clattering noise happened!

The fix was easy: there should be a tab washer
K144 fitted on the left-hand ring that locks up the
shock absorber spring, but I didn't have one and
had neglected to make one,  not paying attention to
the details in the old parts book I have, and anyway
thinking that as it was left-hand thread it would be
fine. But its not, it actually has a tendency to undo
of course. Then when I looked for the screw hole to
screw B34 in to hold the tab washer, the holes
were badly damaged. It was too hardened  to run a
tap down a hole either. But I could get a bit of wire
through the holes, without having it crushed by the
spring. So a hardened drill  bit was used to drill a
hole into the nut T43 on the crank holding the
whole kit and caboodle,  and the right-hand
crankshaft nut wired to the left-hand shock
absorber ring. That should do it! Luckily, nothing
was damaged in these twenty miles of loose shock
absorber! I must also say that I had recently taken
the whole assembly off after an earlier road trip on
the bike to check and put moly grease on that
spline as I already knew it was flogged out. So I
would guess now that I hadn't put it back together as nicely as I should have, and that precipitated
the problem, but at least I now have a cure. I do have an old Matchless single that has had a 
flogged-out spline in a  similar place on the crank for over 30 years, but regular application of moly
grease seems to have prevented further decay.
Another Velo mystery solved…

VELOCETTE VENOM RESTORATION.
Warwick Darrow

 
I was manning the Velocette tent at Pukekohe in about Feb 20 (pre covid) when a pleasant chap, 
came up to me and said that he had numerous Velo parts which he no longer needed. Saying that
if no one wanted them he would dispose of them. I enquired as to the price and was told, that if 
you can make something useful out of them, they're yours. A couple of months passed by before 
Keith Ballagh and I set forth in my trusty ute with trailer in tow. The destination was Pukenui, 
385km North of Auckland and just south of
Houhora.
On arrival we met Nigel Herring, had a welcoming
cuppa then crossed the road to a large Garage.
Nigels father once had a Country Garage and
acquired all sorts of wrecks, both two wheel and
four. Besides Velo parts there were numerous bits
of other marques. We loaded both the tray and
trailer with mainly the Velocette parts. This
included two frames,(one damaged) one with a full
set of forks and full width silver painted alloy
hubs,3 gearboxes,most of an early long stroke
engine, a later MSS engine with welded up crankcases,the barrel and head,engine and gearbox 
plates,screw up primary chain covers, oil tank,two generators, a magneto,..... the list goes on.
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Back to Auckland, all in one day arriving home at midnight. I decided, with a rush of blood to my 
head to build a Venom up out of what I had, full knowing I would have to buy many more parts. 
Keith sorted through some of the parts and
got bits for his KSS project. Some of the
parts including the damaged S/A frame
which was traded with Ken Campbell on a
deal to build the new wheels and spokes for
the Venom. 
So started the real work. I had the frame
crack tested after being cleaned and vapour
blasted. All good. Then onto painting the
frame and rebuilding the forks.I bought new
stanchions,bushes and seals and replaced
the balls in the steering head with cased
bearings.
The following was needed or replaced with
new parts. New tail light assembly, new
guards and stays, seat,  rear shocks, new

clubman large petrol tank,from India, 
cables,handlebars , speedo- GPS run, chrome 
headlamp, fork gaiters, SS spokes and alloy rims 
a twin leading shoe front brake, new monobloc 
carb and a new BTH self generating magneto. 
Danny Trafford worked on the gearbox and it was
found to be in very good condition overall. All the 
bearings were replaced. The outer front casing 
had been welded up where the layshaft bearing 
goes and the collar modification was done. A KTT
Services belt drive and new clutch were also 
fitted. The cylinder head inlet tract had been 

bored to the extreme and a new manifold tract had to be made by toolmaker Dan.
The head was cleaned up, with new guides and valves and a rebored cylinder got a new Venom 
piston. I fitted an MSS cam to give a broader spread of power. The welded up crankcases were a 
ticking time bomb,so I bit the bullet and purchased new crankcases from KTT services in the UK. 
These are a high quality product, based on the later Thruxton cases with most of the fine thread 
being  replaced with whitworth threads. The bottom end was professionally balanced. After doing 
the piston Don Green assembled the bottom end, only having to do the main bearings as the big 
end was still good. I had bought a new big end from Groves, which did not fit.

There was lots of other
fitting to do, nuts and 
bolts to be put through 
dies and taps. As 
usual the pattern parts 
needed fettling and 
this was always met 
with cursing and 
swearing. As I write 
Keith Ballagh is doing 
the wiring and has 
made up a very 
cunning GPS speedo 
which runs in a Smiths 
speedo with sweep 

dial. 12 volt electrics are employed. I would like to thank Don Green, Dan Trafford and Keith 
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Ballagh for their help and advice. Also Michael O Kane with the Vinning process.
I have done the rebuild to the 'Sportsman' model style which only went to Australia. It won't be 
everyones cup of tea, but hey, its another Velocette on the road. Not a cheap exercise but a lot of 
fun..... and guess what... an easy starter,

Cheers Warwick Darrow.

Castrol 6 Hour Race 1976 Part 2
Robbie Thomson

 So now reliable Macs, then tuned Macs, a start in road racing at Levin just before it closed, then 
on to Manfield. More power, bigger Velos! Nick got an alloy MSS engine to fit to his Mac and I got 
the remains of a Venom engine, minus head. The Venom bottom end had been lightened(very 
badly as it turned out),as had the rockers and push rods, A secondhand head from Ireland, new 
valves and springs and I could crack the ton two up! And was demonstrating this to friends on a 
Honda 750 when the rod broke just below the small end eye punched a hole in the front of the 
cases, forcing the generator into the frame. The dent is still there today, and surprisingly the 
generator was OK.
25 metres of good Avon GP left on the road before the clutch came in! 
By now we had established a network of Velo contacts and friends and could buy some spares 
from the UK with lots of two pound British Postal notes(limit,one per person per day!)
  People would often give us their collection of Velo parts for a small consideration.
Mike Garland had sold his Venom and moved to sports cars, and gave us the remnants of his 
collection. (Mike came back to Velos  40years later and had an MSS and Venom at the time of his
death. They sure get under your skin!)This included an advertising brochure from Veloce, mid 
sixties ,featuring all the current models.
The last fold out was of the Thruxton, it was pinned to our bedroom wall, and a dream was born!
One of the most interesting and sobering collections of Velo “clag” came from Eltham in Taranaki.
A dairy farmer had campaigned Velo based scramblers for many years. What we got was two van 
loads of broken, blued, twisted and burnt metal that used to be Velocette parts.We could see the 
evolution of his tuning - flywheels turned to a knife edge and polished to a mirror shine,cams and 
followers built up with stellite, high domed pistons, heads with huge inlet valves. All destroyed.  So
we approach the bike he had last raced  with interest. Would this be the final word in Velo tuning?
The bike had rested many years shoved into a hedge, the climate doing no favours.
We took it home and stripped it down with anticipation.Well, it was nearly standard. Sure ,high 
comp piston, large inlet valve, standard bottom end and Venom cam and followers. Clearly he had
decided that first he should finish, then maybe finish first?
 One of the friends we made through Velos was Kevin Gardiner of Otaki. Kevin was a bit older 
than us and took a benign interest in these young lads. He had just restored a MK11 KSS as a 
change from restoring sports cars, but was looking for a more “comfortable” Velo.Kevin travelled 
on buying trips for his clothing shops and mentioned that he was on the lookout for a Sportsman 
when in Australia. I said in jest”Bring back a Thruxton for me!”
A fortnight later the phone rang.It was Kevin in Aussie. Can you raise $1200 bucks?
Er, um, maybe,YES! somehow…
The two bikes travelled back together. Both needed attention.The  71 Sportsman cosmetic, but 
the Thruxton had been owned by a short series of nutcases. VMT 925C 1969. And in those 
5years some Aussies had done a lot of damage. Hence the price. Mudguards shortened, the tank 
full of bog, almost every thread mated with the wrong partner. As if they had stripped the bike and 
tossed all the original bolts and nuts, then used what came to hand. They may not have been 
Aussies brightest, but they were strong!
 The bike started well with its GP carb, and someone had fitted a BTH TT magneto that went on to
give 25 years of excellent racing service. No sign of the coil ignition. Good starting, smooth 
running, but not much faster than the New Mac! First we plucked out the short reach L10 
lawnmower plug, thinking they may have got that thread too! then peered at the thick compression
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plate under the barrel.
With our new skills we measured the combustion chamber. Nick did a few calculations and 
scratched his head,”comes out at 5.9:1,Surely not, let's do it again”. Yip 5.9:1.The Aussie gas 
must be flatter than ours!
 Returned to 9:1 the Thruxton started to perform. But, careful what you wish for. After a day out 
walking we returned to the bike. No drive. The kickstart wouldn't turn the motor, but was driving 
the primary chain?? Another tow of 50kms. The mainshaft had slipped in the flywheel!
Off to see the Appel brothers Gerry and John. Gerry stripped the flywheels, pressed out the shaft, 
plated, ground and pinned the shaft back in place. And that persistent leak from the rocker 
housing? Turns out to be a porous casting.
My Thruxton dream is becoming a little tarnished. But the bike looked fast, and surely they were 
developed for racing, especially long distance?
What about the Castrol Six Hour? Would we be eligible?
We studied the rules;
“Standard production motorcycles, road registered and warranted. Must have been available for 
sale  to the public in the last five years. One of a production run number that now escapes me.
  The Veloce works went into liquidation in 1971, so technically the bike was still eligible in 1976.
We contacted the organisers , they were cautiously keen and decidedly difficult.
Would it leak oil? Were we experienced enough? would we be a danger to faster riders?
The production lap record at Manfield  back then was 1min 23secs.We would have to get our lap 
times down to the low 1min 30s to be eligible. And at the first drop of oil, you are off!
But it would certainly be different to the rest of the entries!
 Year three of the Lifetime Velocette Apprenticeship begins.
How to prepare a Velo for an endurance race? The last few years of amateur racing and lots of 
road riding had taught us a lot about the weaknesses inherent in Velocettes. Armed with this 
experience we set about ironing out the bugs! The bike was no show bike,and we figured there 
was no point in shining it up but to concentrate on the mechanicals and the rolling frame. This 
became standard practice for Thomson Velos for many years! Function before form.
As the bike needed to be road registered and warranted,it started at a certain standard.
That might be fine at the local bike shop or garage,but race scrutineers are somewhat tougher!
We also knew that what might pass for road use would be found wanting on the track,so we went 
through the whole bike with a fine toothcomb. New Avon Road Runners,a step up on the GPs and
good in the rain too.Care with the spokes and rim tapes to avoid punctures from the inside.New 
wheel bearings as a matter of course.New brake linings,Ferodo AM4 on the front and AM2 on the 
rear,and time to bed them in!
The John Tickle twin leading shoe brake could be very powerful,as I found out to my cost 
demonstrating to mates! I still have the scar. It could howl the front tyre from any speed,but now I 
treated it with a lot more respect and concentrated on getting the Velo forks up to a standard that 
enabled them to cope with the front brake,and not twist! Everything on the front of a Velo helps 
keep the forks stable. Starting at the axle,split bush and clamp must be working well.Mudguard 
stays are critical bracing.Check for cracks in the alloy brake plate where its held in the forks and in
the stay itself.. Clean out old paint from the upper fork clamps and get them pinching square and 
effectively on the stanchions with pinch bolts you can swing on. Keep that top pinch bolt tight! 
Taper roller bearings were fitted to the steering head.These give a bit more contact area and 
stability. I have only used the  steering damper on a Velo when there is something wrong with the 
handling setup,and this bike didn`t need it.
It also didn`t need a dynamo belt or battery! saving weight and power.The fact that the brake light 
didn`t work was great;its a huge advantage knowing when other bikes brake!
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Velo clutches get some stick,but they are great for racing.They feed in really well and are strong 
enough to help brake down through the gears.We ran the standard 9 plate clutch with one of our 

needle roller release 
bearings,with the chain and 
clutch running in transmission 
fluid.
20 clutch springs are fitted to the
Thruxton,but we have found that
16 or even 12 are enough even 
on the 7 plate clutch on a KTT. 
Time was spent on primary 
chain alignment(and secondary 
too).
The extra rear engine plate was 
supposed to take the whip out of
the primary,but we had seen 
enough badly running sprockets 
to be careful to get it right. We 
learnt to wire chain joining links.

I experimented with parallel roller bearings on the crankshaft,but we didn`t have the skill or 
knowledge to stop the oil mist blowing through and filling the chaincase,and then coating the rear 
tyre. So I reluctantly reverted to the taper rollers and was so obsessive of the preload that I must 
have had the bearings in and out half a dozen times. Amongst our growing collection of “used” 
Velo parts were several MSS driveside cases with the bearing housing blown out! To be avoided!
I sent the conrod off to NAC in Christchurch where they crack tested and shot peened it. After my 
earlier experience I was taking no chances. Gerry Appel reassembled it with his usual accuracy. I 
did some porting and polishing on the head while waiting for the” Brian Edwards Show” to finish at
Avalon Studios.Then we would set up “Close To Home”. Nick and I got part-time stagehand work 
there while students,and had access to some good gear. All gasket joints were gasket free,being 
carefully matched and ground. Gaskets tend to weep over time,but not a good surface -to -surface
joint with good gasket cement. For some reason I fitted a MK2 Concentric carb,which worked well 
except we spent a day at Manfield tuning and practicing and managed to wear a few thou off the 
barrel before we got the mixture right.Don`t forget that at that age a young male`s brain is not fully
formed!The GP was probably a better instrument,but we knew little about them,and the focus was 
on simplicity and the fewer bits to work loose the better.
Thruxtons have a silly long thin rear mudguard that vibrates. Luckily the Aussies had cut it down 
and in its short form it was much stronger. All these potential failures needed to be considered as 
any one of them could put you out of the race or waste time.
Practice was the day before the race. We rode the bike up from Wellington as we only had a Mini 
van. Once through scrutineering you could go out and circulate. We concentrated on our lap 
times! and slowly they came down.Race management seemed happier now the bike was not so 
much of a roadblock and wasn`t leaking any oil! We spent the night at Te Horo at a friends beach 
house and then rode  the hour back to Manfield on race day.
The race plan was to circulate consistently,keeping clear of others ,revs to be kept below 5,500 , 
change riders every hour and top up fuel. Still being there at the end was our only chance of a 
placing.
I was out first,and Chris held the bike for the Le Mans start.
Starting nearly last enables the field to spread out,and I could see most of the field ahead of me 
as I exited the hairpin. Top riders would often do the six hours on their own.They must have been 
very fit! Constant concentration is tiring so it was good to fall into a fast and smooth pattern that 
became more relaxed and enjoyable.Temptation to scrap with other riders had to be resisted!our 
race was with the clock. Still it was impossible not to show off the Velos handling through the 
infield! Then they would zap you on the straights,their brake light would come on you would brake 
accordingly and often come out of the corner ahead. It helped with the monotony.
As the race leaders were 10 seconds a lap faster you knew that every eight laps or so they would 
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be coming past. That year Graeme Crosby was riding by himself on the new Kawasaki Z1000 
dicing for most of the race with Roger Freeth or Woody Kitney on the other Z1000.
These two bikes would whistle past,often one either side with a considerable speed difference.
This was unnerving and all you could do was keep to your line and hang on!
The first hour was uneventful and I pulled into the refuelling area to hand over to Chris.
Very little fuel was needed,and
pleasingly no oil was
showing,even from the
chaincase.
The second hour was
uneventful,except that several
of our class had dropped
out,and one crashed. Lying
sixth I took over for the third
hour. The bike seemed
unaffected by the prolonged
racing,but this rider was feeling
it in the neck!  Being too tall to
make a neat streamlined
shape,I had to crouch over the
tank on the straights. The old
leathers I had bought featured
a collar and dome that fixed
just on the throat.That dome
dug into my Adams Apple
when I lent forward and after
several hours became very
painful. Previous short races
hadn`t highlighted the
issue,but it sure did now! I
reckon I can still feel it 46
years later! Unfortunately the
dome was essential to keeping
the leathers done up.If you
tried it undone,the zip would
work down,the airstream get in
and suddenly you became the
Michelin Man! Very
embarrassing.
 After my second session I was
happy to lie in the grass and get some rest, so was surprised when Nick called to me that Chris 
was coming in to the pits 30 minutes into the fourth hour.
The problem was vibration and it wasn`t going away. Whipping off the dynamo belt cover revealed
the problem(not the fact that there was no belt!), but that the crankshaft had considerable play in 
the mainbearing. Removal of the chain and sprocket confirmed the worst.The bearing outer had 
pushed the thin lip of the housing out.  Why a 500cc Production racer would have such a pathetic 
amount of material to restrain a mainbearing,especially a taper bearing is beyond me.
My having the bearings in and out a number of times to get the perfect”nip” would have lost some 
interference fit as well.
 A sad end to the race for us,especially as the bike was still very oiltight and had no other 
problems of any kind.
 So off came the wheels and it was loaded into the Mini-van for the return to Wellington.
On the way up to the race in the early morning a stone had struck the Mini windscreen,so the front
was full of cubes of glass,the back full of dead motorbike and gear.
 My wife to be, Janet, had come up with her brother-in-law Jim Simpson  on his bike to watch the 
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race and was going to come back with me in the Mini. Jim was an avid motorcyclist and worked as
a bike Traffic Officer. He had owned a MK2 Clubman,G45 among others. In the excitement I 
nearly forgot to pick up Janet! Just as well it worked out as she has been a darn sight more 
reliable than any of my Velos over the last 50years!
The Thruxton was on the skids. Gerry Appell once again came to the rescue,fitting a neat steel 
“tophat” bearing housing into the crankcase. The bike got a quick restoration and soon became 
the deposit on our first house at just under three thousand dollars for a house at $22,500 Don`t tell
your accountant or loved one,but I have tracked the value of that bike compared to the Wellington 
house. Both changed hands again in 2010. The bike for$ 21,000 and the house for $750,000.
 The young are resilient and I was soon building a bitzer Venom that was surprisingly successful 
on the track,and fun off it. It even came on our honeymoon and was airlifted back across the strait 
in a Hercules courtesy of Piggy Muldoon trying to break the Cooks and Stewarts Strike.
 My Thruxton dream was over. Henceforth I would stick to my Mac and Venom,but thats another 
story.

Viceroy Engines
Mark Brown

While convalescing, I thought it about time I finished rebuilding the 2 viceroy engines I have, so I 
might finish the restoration work I started 3 years ago.
The rusty wrecks came via Denmark of all places but were lacking vital parts like engines and 
gearboxes. Luckily I had had a few parts and was keen to see more on the road. Gearboxes we’re
easy I had 2 ! the engines not complete missing flywheels and correct starters, one was the later 
hovercraft motor with ball and race mains as opposed to the usual tapered rollers Velocette 
preferred for the crankshafts. I’m easy. I had to take both cranks in for truing and balancing when I
found used flywheels. Payment to Aero machinists was eye watering. Motors are together now 
and all the rest is ready to go. 
Just need a tuit to get things moving again. Mark Brown. 
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For Sale and Wanted

FOR SALE

New ‘unchromed’ front wheel rim to suit MAC/MSS 36 hole 19” x WM2. Bought from Groves by 
mistake. $100
Contact Roy 021677952 email: rsharvey@xtra.co.nz

Venom Con Rod $200.  Keith Ballagh (keith@ballagh.co.nz or 021 051 1978)
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Brand new magneto auto advance unit -LU47545 – Velocette –
Made in UK $400 Phone Bill Irwin 021672559

Parts. Two camshafts. both have the timing wheels. One is a 5
Cam as new. the other Cam is a 3 Cam with some imperfections,
black stain markings but no pitting. ph Warwick 09 520 2882.

1948 Velocette MAC 350 in really tidy condition. It was formerly owned and rebuilt by Don Green 
(who you most likely know of) It hasn't done more than a couple of hundred Km since I purchased 
it. I have had it for about 7 years.
Age, health and being 6'4" are catching up with me and is the reason for selling.
All being well I would like a firm $15k
Please phone Charles Lockie  021 454 414.  or e.mail charleslockie@xtra.co.nz.
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WANTED

Side stand for swing arm MAC etc
Seat or just base to go with 4 1/4 gallon tank.
Contact Roy 021677952 email: rsharvey@xtra.co.nz

Dynamo mounting bracket and inner and outer covers.  Damaged is OK.
Pair of rider footrests.
Contact Bill Irwin 021672559

RS frame or Basket case swinging arm machine for a KSS special. Looks not important,  Alice 
Leney is trying to get another Velocette on the road.  Email only please. alice@coolcard.co.nz.
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